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The present paper presents a global geometric approach for the autonomous 
functional differential equations (F.D.E.) on compact manifolds and deals 
with the extension to the (F.D.E.) of generic properties of vector fields. 
The (F.D.E.) are some special maps of an infinite dimensional Banach 
manifold into the tangent bundle of a given compact manifold (see Defini- 
tion 1). An existence and uniqueness theorem is proved (Proposition 1). 
Nondegenerate and elementary critical points are introduced (Definition 4) 
for a given (F.D.E.). With a canonical norm, the set BXr(1, 1M) of all C’ 
(F.D.E.) which are bounded and have all derivatives up to order r bounded, 
r > 1, is a Banach space. If Gi7 is the set of all elements of BXr(I, M) such 
that all critical points are nondegenerate (case i = 0) or elementary (case 
i = 1), the main result (Proposition 7) says that Gi7 is open and dense in 
BP(I, M), i = 0, 1. 
I. PRELIMINARIES 
Let 1M be a compact Cm manifold, I the closed interval [--r, 01, r > 0, 
and C”(I, M) the totality of continuous maps v of I into M; we give CO(I, M) 
the compact-open topology. Consider the tangent vector bundle 7~ : T(M)+M 
and a complete Riemannian structure on M. Let m E M and exp, : T,(M)+ M 
be the exponential map, with 6, its associated metric. This metric on M 
induces an admissible metric on CO(I, M) by 
%P, #I = suP@‘&@), +J(t)) I t EIZ (see Cd). 
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for Dynamical Systems, Brown University, January and February, 1968. It was 
supported in part by the United States Navy, through the Office of Naval Research, 
under Contract NOOO-14-67-C-0347. 
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CO(I, M) is complete and separable, because M is. The evaluation map 
CO(I, M) x 1+ M is continuous. The following result will be fundamental: 
LEMMA 1. The function space CO(I, M) i.s a Cm-manifold modeled on a 
separable Banach space. If M is imbedded as a closed submanifold of an Euclidean 
space V, then Co@, ikf) is a closed Cm-submanifold of the Banach space C”(I, V). 
Proof. Construct the tangent space T,(CO) at the map y  E C’)(I, M) as 
the totality of continuous maps u : I -+ T(NI) such that 710 u = p; then 
T,(CO) is a Banach space with the following norm: 1; u ,Im = sup{1 u(t)1 : t E I>. 
Use the exponential map of M to construct a v-centered coordinate chart 
on CO(I, M); since q(1) is compact there is a number h, > 0 such that each 
point of M whose distance from any p(t) is less than &, is joined to y(t) by a 
unique geodesic arc of length less than X,; we can consider the &-disc of 
T,(CO) centered at 0 and the &-disc of CO(I, M) centered at y  and the bijective 
map 
0, : (u I I 24 Ia < AA - (t - exp,w u(t)). 
This gives a coordinate chart on C”(I, M). Using the differentiability of 
Exp : T(M) -+ M one can prove that the transitions between two of these 
charts are Cm-differentiable (see [I] and [2]). 
Consider now the evaluation map p : CO(I, M) 4 M defined by p(v) = ~(0) ; 
that is, to each curve one associates its end on M. p is trivially surjective. 
LEMMA 2. The evaluation map p is Cm-differentiable. 
Proof. It suffices to consider its restriction p to a &-disc centered at p 
for which makes sense the composition p o 0, = cxp z where z is an 
evaluation map, eV : T,(CO) --f T(M), defined by G(u) = u(O) E T,(,@; % 
is a continuous linear map, then C”. 
We remark finally that if M is a compact C”+2-manifold (k > 0) then 
C’J(1, M) is a F-manifold and the evaluation map p is F-differentiable. 
LEMMA 3. The evaluation map p is a split Cm localfibration ([2]). 
Proof. Since the evaluation map ev is onto and its differential at 0 is G 
itself we see that dPm is surjective. Also we need to show that the kernel of 
dp, splits; that is, it has a closed complement. It suffices to prove that the 
kernel of z splits, which is a simple matter. 
It follows from Lemma 3 that for each x t: M, p-‘(x) is a closed submanifold 
of CO(I, M) with codimension n = dim M. 
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II. AUTONOMOUS FUNCTIONAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
DEFINITION 1. An autonomous functional differential equation (F.D.E.) 
on M is a continuous map F : C”(I, M) + T(M) such that rr 0 F = p. 
For each F E C”(I, M), F(v) = (y(O),f(v)) where f(v) E T,(,)M. The set 
of all (F.D.E.) is a vector space. 
DEFINITION 2. A solution of a (F.D.E.) F with initial condition QJ at to 
is a continuous function x(t) defined on to - Y  < t < to + A, 0 < A < CO, 
with values on M, such that, if xt E C”(I, M) is defined by x,(B) = x(t + O), 
--Y < 6 < 0, t > to , one has: 
(ii) x(t) is a P-function for t E [to, to + A]; 
(iii) n(t) = f(~t) for all t E [to , to + A], z+(t) being the tangent vector 
to the curve x(t) at the point t. 
A continuous map F : C”(I, M) + T(M) is said to be locally Lipschitzian 
on the open set Q C C”(I, M) if it is Lipschitzian at every q~ E Q, i.e., there 
exists a coordinate neighborhood Q, centered at y  in Q, a coordinate neigh- 
borhood at F(y) in T(M) and a positive constant L, such that for all ?I and 
R in Q, one has I F(d - F(v2)l < L, II y1 - v2 II 
The following proposition is the extension of the classical local existence 
theorem for autonomous functional differential equations ([J]) to the (F.D.E.) 
on compact manifolds: 
PROPOSITION 1. Let F be a (F.D.E.) on M which is locally Lipschitzian in 
an open neighborhood of each point of C”(I, M). Then, for each real number to 
and each v  E C”(I, M), there exists a unique solution of F with initial condition p 
at to defined on [to - Y, to + A), which depends continuously upon t, to, q. 
Moreover, M compact implies A = +co. 
Proof. Using a classical Whitney’s theorem, let us consider M imbedded 
as a closed submanifold of V = RN for a certain iV. The manifold C”(I, M) 
is a closed Cm-submanifold of the Banach space C”(I, V). Let F be the given 
(F.D.E.) and let us extend F to a locally Lipschitzian map $’ defined on an 
open set of C”(I, V). Let U be a tubular neighborhood of M in V ([Z]) and 01 
the P-canonical projection 01 : U---f M. Since U is open in V then CO(I, V) 
is an open set of C”(I, V). Let us define P on C”(I, U); if 4 is in C”(I, U), 
I,& is a curve on U, then a*($) = OL 0 z,6 belongs to C”(I, M) and 01* : C”(I, V) + 
C”(I, M) is a Cm-map. We have then, by definition fl($) = n2 0 F 0 a*($), 
where rr2 is the second projection of RN x RN onto RN. The tangent manifold 
T(M) is to be considered as a submanifold of RN x RN. Since r2 and 01* are 
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Cm-maps and F locally Lipschitzian it is clear that p : C*(1, c’) -+ RN is 
locally Lipschitzian. Now we need the following 
LEMMA 4. Let g be continuous and locally Lipschitzian on an open set Q 
of C*(I, RN), and v  E Q. Then, there exists a neighborhood V, of v  and u con- 
tinuous function G : C*(I, RN) -> RN such that g and G coincide on V, and G 
is globally Lipschitzian. 
By Lemma 4, the map fl : C”(I, U) ---f RN has a global Lipschitzian 
extension that we will call 147 for simplicity. Then, given p E C*(I, M), v  can 
be considered as an element of C*(1, RN), th en by the classical local theorem 
there exists a local solution y(t) for E such that y(t) E U, y(to) = q(O) and 
using p we get yt E P(I, 7,‘) and P( yt) =: j(t) for t E [to, to $- A], A .’ 0. 
Since y(t) E Lr, we can consider the curve z(t) = a( y(t)). It is clear by the 
definition of x(t) that for t E [to , to + A], a!*(~~) L yt and da(j(t)) = 2(t), 
where da: is the differential of 01 at the point y(t). We will prove that z(t) for 
t E [to - Y, to $ A] is also a solution of I;’ with the same initial condition ‘p 
at to and by uniqueness we have z(t) = y(t) which implies the solution y(t) 
remains on Ad. It is easily seen that 
s(t) = dol( L(t)) = da(l;‘( yJ) = d a ( r2 0 F 0 a+( yt)) = da(m2 0 F(q)) 
Since F(q) E T(M), ~a OF(+) is tangent to M at the point x(t) then 
dol(r2 0 F(z,)) = z-a 0 F(z,) because dcu restricted to the tangent vectors of M 
is the identity. This shows that 
i(t) = v2 0 F(z,) = n,F(a*(x,)) = I;‘@,) 
and z(t) is solution offl. Since n/l is compact the local solution can be extended 
to +r;o. The proof is complete. 
Let us denote now by x(t, p) the solution of a locally Lipschitzian (F.D.E.) 
F on M with initial value p E C”(1, M) at to = 0 and xi(v) the lifting of 
x(t, p’) with respect to p defined by x,(v)(H) = x(t + 0, p), 0 E [-Y, O]. 
We know that f (xi(p)) = $t, v) and p(~,(p)) = x(t, 9)) for all t > 0. 
Remarks: 
1. Since x(t, g’) is Cl for t 3 0, the map t --j x1 is continuous for t 3 0 
and Cl for t 3 r. 
2. Let Qt : C*(I, M) + C”(I, M) the map defined by Q,(v) : x~(P), 
t > 0. 
It is clear that Q. = Identity and @t,+t, = Qtl 0 Qtz 
3. Let y  and z/ be in C*(I, A’), v  # $, such that xt,(v) == xt,V). Then 
by uniqueness we get xi(v) = ~~(4) for all t 3 t, . For an example see ([d]). 
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This shows that & is not, in general, one to one. If  y  and I/ are in CO(I, M), 
q f  4, and xt,(~) = xt2(#) then ~~+~,(y) = ~,+tp(~> for all u 2 0. 
4. Each element of the family Dt is a continuous map. 
LEMMA 5. Let M be a compact manifold, I = [-Y, 0] and .Z be the canonical 
map of M into C”(I, M) such that to each p E M one associates the constant map 
Z(p)(B) = p, 0 E [-r, 01. Z is a Cm cross section of the manifold CO(I, M) 
with respect to p. Z(M) is a compact submanifold of CO(I, M) di#eomorphic to 
M, transversal to the fibers of p. 
Proof. Taking local coordinates we can see that X is locally a continuous 
linear map of Banach spaces, then P. z is trivially injective and its inverse 
is p and thus Z(M) is diffeomorphic to M. 
Using this lemma it is easy to see that for a given (F.D.E.)F on M one can 
associate a vector field Y(F) on M by the composition 
Y(F) = F 0 2, 
2.Y being the canonical cross-section of Lemma 5. If  F is smooth, then Y(F) is 
also smooth. (If F is locally Lipschitzian then U(F) is also.) 
DEFINITION 3. A critical point of a given (F.D.E.) F on M is an element g, 
of Z(M) such that F(v) = 0. 
It follows that if p is a critical point of a smooth F, the constant map 
defined on all real numbers by p(q) is a solution of F. 
COROLLARY 1. A point v of Z(M) is a critical point of F ;f and only if it 
is a criticalpoint of the vectorjeld Y(F), i.e., Y(F)(p(9)) = 0. 
Since the manifold Z(M) does not depend on F, z(M) contains the totality 
K of all critical points of all possible (F.D.E.). Thus, 
COROLLARY 2. The sub-set I< of C”(I, M) is relatively compact. 
III. GENERIC PROPERTIES 
Let X(1, M) denote the vector space of all (F.D.E.) on the manifold M, 
Z = r--r, 01. We did see that C”(I, M) can be considered as a closed sub- 
manifold of C”(I, RN). We can define boundedness for the elements of 
X(1, M) : A(F.D.E.) F is said to be bounded if sup j F(y)lRz~ < co when q~ 
runs in C”(I, M). Let BX(I, M) be the set of all bounded (continuous) 
elements of X(1, M). Define 
IlFllo = sup I JYv)I~ZN when p E CO(I, ICI). 
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LEMMA 6. The set BX(I, n/r) is a Banach space, with the above norm. 
Proof. It is enough to see that BX(1, M) 1s c osed 1 in the Banach space of 
the bounded continuous R2N -valued functions defined in the manifold 
Co& RN). 
For each F E BX(I, M) of class Cl and for each q~ E C”(l, M) the differential 
dF(p) is defined and is a continuous linear map from the tangent space T,C” 
into R2N. The continuous map dF is said to be bounded if for v  running in 
CO(I, M), the sup I/ dF(y)jl is finite. 
Let BXl(1, M) the set of all Cl bounded (F.D.E.) with bounded differen- 
tials. For each FE BX’(I, M) one defines 
and 
IIF I/o = sup (IF(P)I+v) when q~ E C”(I, M), 
IlF Ill = sup (I %)IN + /I dQ)ll) 
LEMMA 7. BS?(I, M) is a Banach space with norm 11 * Ill . 
Proof. Easy. 
We will introduce now the nondegenerate and elementary critical points. 
Let F be a Cl (F.D.E.) on M. By definition of differentiability of F at 
v. E C”(I, M) one has, for Y near v. , F(v) = F(F,) + dF(y,)(#) i N(v), 
where /j iV(q)ll/ll g, - q. // tends to zero as v  tends to po, dF(& is the differen- 
tial of F at y. and #I is near zero in TVO(Co). Locally a disc centered at q+, 
corresponds to a disc in the Banach space TQO(Co) (see Lemma 1) centered at 0. 
Since F(P) = b(O), f  (TN, one gets f*(4) = f*(O) + L*(4) + N*($) where 
i/ N*(~,!~ll/]i /J jl tends to zero with #. If, in addition, ~~ is a critical point of 
F, F(y,) = 0 and then f*(O) =- 0. The maps with stars are defined in a 
coordinate neighborhood of 0 in 2”,0(Co). In the sequel we will suppose that 
90 is Cl and, for simplicity, we will omit the stars: 
f(d = f(O) + L(P) + N(P). 
It is well known that L(F) can be given by the Stieltjes integral: (see [4], 
1511 km: 
WP) = Jo [dd@)l dQ), -T 0 E [F-y, 01, 
remarking that we can identify TQO(Co) with C”(l, P), using v. . 
One can consider, for each complex number A the linear operator of Cn 
(C is the complex field): 
d(A) = XI - 1: [dT(O)] eAe 
T 
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The characteristic roots of F at the point ypo are the complex roots of the 
characteristic equation det A(h) = 0. 
DEFIKITION 4. A critical point qq, of F is said to be nondegenerate if zero 
is not a characteristic root of F at v0 (that means det A(0) f  0); y,, is said 
to be elementary if there are no characteristic roots with zero real part. 
I f  v0 is a critical point of a Cl (F.D.E.) F we know, by Corollary 1, that its 
projection x0 = p(yO) E M is a critical point of the Cl vector field Y(F). The 
following proposition relates Y(F) with F: 
PROPOSITION 2. The diferential of Y(F) at x0 E M is the linear map -A(O) 
defined at the point 2(x,,) E C”(l, A&) by the Ci (F.D.E.) F. In particuZar if 
q. = 2(x,) is a nondegenerate criticalpoint of F, v. is isolated. 
Proof. Since Y(F) = F o .Z and dZ(x,)v = Z(v), one obtains: 
d (Fo z) (x0)(4 = @ho) [d%,)(v)] = j” lidrl(f91 W4- 
--7 
Thus, d(F 0 Z)(xo) is p recisely -A(O). By the implicit function theorem, 
if x0 is a critical point of Y(F) and the Jacobian det A(O), at x0 , is not zero, 
x0 is an isolated critical point of Y(F). The proof is then complete. 
COROLLARY 3. Let F be a Cl (F.D.E.) on M such that all critical points are 
nondegenerate. Then the number of critical points of F isjnite. 
Proof. Since the nondegenerate critical points are isolated and since they 
lie in the compact set Z(M) of the constant maps they must be in finite 
number. 
Consider the map Y : SXl(1, M) ---f 3?(M) defined by Y(F) = F 0 Z, 
where 3?(M) is the Banach space of all Cl-vector fields on M with the 
Cl-topology (see [7]) and Sxi(1, M) is the Banach space of Lemma 7 with 
the norm 11 * /Ii . 
LEMMA 8. The map Y is a continuous linear map, split surjective. 
Proqf. Use the global linear cross section u : XE Xi(M) + X o p E 
2X1(1, M). 
Let Go C S3?(1, M) be the set of all F in BXi(I, M) such that all critical 
points are nondegenerate. 
PROPOSITION 3. The set Go is open and dense in BJ?(I, M) with norm 11 . II1 . 
Proof. See ([7] Propositions 22.8 and 30.1) and apply Lemma 8 and 
Proposition 2. Using ([7] Proposition 22.9) and Lemma 8 one has: 
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PROPOSITION 4. Given F E G, , there exists a neighborhood N of F in G0 
such that for F E N, F and F have the same (finite) number of critical points. 
Let G1 C BX’(I, M) be the set of all F in X1(1, M) such that all critical 
points are elementary. It is clear that G, C G, . Like in the case of vector 
fields ([7], [S]) we will show that G1 is open and dense in B3?(1, M). First of 
all we will introduce a linear map A which is a generalization of the infini- 
tesimal generator appearing in [.5] pg. 294. This generalization together with 
Lemmas 9 and 10 had been suggested to us by Hale. 
Let Cl be the set of continuous functions with continuous derivative 
on the interval I = [-r, 01. If  F is a given (F.D.E.) in BXl(I, M), we know 
that F can be represented in the neighborhood of a Cl-map q+, E CO(I, M) by 
f(v) = %P) t N(F) i-f&% J%) = j” [d~(~)ldO --I 
Let PC be the set of all piecewise continuous functions on I which are 
continuous on [-Y, 0). Both Cl and PC are Banach spaces, Cl with I/ . Ill 
and PC with the norm of sup. Define the linear continuous map A : Cl --f PC 
by 
4-w = Pj(Q e E [-Y, 0) 
440) = G-J) 
Let d(h) = XI - Jo [dv(@] eAQ be the corresponding operator associated 
to q. and consider the’real number det d(0). 
LEMMA 9. If det A(0) f  0, A is a linear homoemorphism of Cl onto PC. 
Proof, Let q~ E PC and consider A-l : PC + C1 defined by: 
A%)@) = 1” ds) ds + A-l(0)<f, v>, fl E L-y, 01, 
‘0 
and 
It is a simple matter to see that A-l(p) is of class Cl. The map A-l is a 
continuous linear map and is the right inverse of A; that is, AA-l is the 
identity of PC. In fact, A-l(v) is Cf and belongs to the domain of A for all 
q~ E PC. For 0 E [-r, 0), one has A(A-*(p))(B) = d/de(A-l(v)(0)) = v(e), 
and for Q = 0, 
A(A-Y~)W) = -%-‘(TN = ju, bW)l (Judd ds + A-VW P>) 
= y(O) - (1, v> -t 40) A-W<L p) = do). 
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Thus, AA-l = I. It is quite clear that A is an injection. In fact, if Ap, = 0 
for p) E Cl, +/&(0) = 0 for 0 E [-r, 0). But y  continuous implies ~(0) = v(O), 
0 E [-Y, 01. Since 0 = A?(O) = L(y) = lo [dq(0)]y(B) = so [d~(0)]~(0) one 
obtains O(O)v(O) = 0 and det d(0) f  0 i;plies ~(0) = O.%inally, A-l is 
the left inverse of A; that is, A-lA is the identity of Cl. In fact, for any 
9) E Cl, A(A-l(Av)) = AA-l(Ay) = Ag, but A injective implies A-IAp, = p 
which completes the proof. 
The next lemma will be a local characterization of a critical point for the 
equation:f(y) = L(p) + N(v) +f(O). Let X0 be the following fz x n matrix 
of PC functions: for 0 E [-Y, 0), X,(e) is the zero matrix and for 0 = 0, 
X,(O) is the identity matrix. Recall that if a constant function 9: is such that 
f(v) = L(v) + WV) if(O) = 0, v  corresponds, by the coordinate map, 
to a critical point near v. in C”(I, M). 
LEMMA 10. vgives a criticalpoint ofF near ~~ if and only if AT + Xo(N(~) 
+f(o>) = 0. 
Proof. I f  p is a critical point, then q is a constant (then Cl) map and 
f(v) = 0 or L(v) + N(v) +f(O) = 0. Since Aq(B) = 0 and X0(0) = 0 for 
0 E [-Y, 0), it is clear that AT(B) + X,(B)[N(p) +f(O)] is zero for B = 0, 
since X,(O) is the identity and AT(O) = L(F). Conversely, suppose that v  
is such that 
Ade) + XoUW%) +fKQl = 0 for e E p, 01. 
First of all, v  in the domain of A implies v  is C1 on [-r, 0). But, for 0 E [-Y, 0), 
0 = Ap(B) = +(0) and v(0) = constant. Since v  is continuous, 91 is a constant 
map on [-r, 01. Finally if 0 = 0: 
-%J) + xoPNwP) +m1 = 0 
which impliesf(v) = 0 and the lemma is proved. 
PROPOSITION 5. The set Gl C BP(I, M) is open in BJ?(I, IV). 
Proof. I f  F E G, , then all critical points of F are elementary (then isolated 
and in finite number). Let y0 be a critical point of P and Q, an open neigh- 
borhood of v. in Cl(1, P) where it is isolated. Suppose that in a coordinate 
neighborhood fro the equation of a given FE S3?(1, M) is f(p) =f(O) + 
L(v) + N(v), 0 corresponding to y. in the tangent space TQO(Co). 
Since v. is a C1 function, we can choose Sz, = Go n Cr. Consider now 
the map p : SXl(1, M) x Q. --f PC by 
PL(F, v) = 4 + XoV%) +fUW, 
505/5/3-6 
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A being the linear operator of Lemma 9 and A depends on F. We will now 
apply the implicit function theorem to the equation TV = 0. Notice, first of all, 
that by Lemma 10: p(F, 0) = 0. IVI oreover, TV is continuous, has continuous 
derivatives dFp(F, p’) and d&F, p’) and d&p, 0) = A which is a linear 
homeomorphism of Cl onto PC (L emma 9 - since p,, is nondegenerate, 
det d(0) f  0). Th en there exists a neighborhood V(p) of F in B3?(1, M) 
and a neighborhood .Qi of each critical point pi of F such that for a given 
F E V(F) one has only one critical point of F in .Qi . 
The second step is to choose V(F) such that those critical points are elemen- 
tary. For each vi E Qi and F E Y(P) one considers the linear equation 
L?(t) = I&) 
and the compact operators Z(t), t = r, as in Hale ([.5] pg. 293). It is known 
([.5], Lemma 11.6) that the spectrum U@(Y)) of 2(r) is the set {e’” 1 X is a 
characteristic root of F at vi} plus, possibly zero. Then the critical point of F 
in Qi is elementary if and only if U@(Y)) n S1 = 4, S1 being the unit circle 
of the complex plane. 
Consider the map H : V(P) x S +L(P) defined by H(F, X) = 
(Z(r) - hl). H is a continuous map. For F = P, H(1”, /\) belongs to the open 
set of the continuous invertible operators, when h runs in S; this is true 
because the 2(r) = T(r) corresponding to P is such that o@(r)) n S = 4, 
since yi is an elementary critical point of P. For each x E S1 one can choose 
neighborhoods of fr and 1 such that for all F and X in those neighborhoods 
H(F, h) is invertible. But S compact implies there exist a neighborhood of 
F (that we also call V(P)) and a neighborhood V(P) of S such that 33(F, X) 
is invertible for FE V(F) and X E V(P). This shows that for FE V(p) the 
critical point of F in Qi is elementary. 
The third step of the proof is to show that we can choose l’(F) such that 
if F E V(F), F and F have the same (finite) number of critical points. Consider 
the compact set i? = Z(M) - (Qni u *a* u Q,) and suppose that for each 
neighborhood of F there exists F in this neighborhood such that F has a 
critical point in R; we construct a sequence (Fv) of F’s with corresponding 
critical points (a,) and such that (Fv) converges to F. But a subsequence of 
(a,) converges to a constant map b E K. Since the convergence of (F,,) is 
uniform on Ca(1, M) it is easy to see thatF(b) = 0 which is an absurd because 
F does not have critical points in R. The proof is then complete. 
PROPOSITION 6. The set G, C BXl(I, M) is open and dense in BXl(I, M). 
Proof. We have only to prove the density. Since Go is open and dense in 
BXl(I, M) we can start with an element F of Go and prove that in any neigh- 
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borhood of F there exists an element of Gr . Let E > 0 and dss : C”(I, RN) + 
CO(I, RN) be the continuous linear map defined by 
@&)(Q = e%(f% 0 E [-Y, 01. 
Let us consider the manifold M imbedded as a closed submanifold of RN 
(see Proposition 1) but with an especial imbedding. One can imagine M 
imbedded in a sphere, the origin of RN being its center. We can make Cm 
deformations in the sphere (then in the imbedded manifold) such that the 
critical points of F remain preserved together with the tangent spaces of the 
sphere at these points. As in the proof of Proposition 1, let us call U a tubular 
neighborhood of M in RN, CY the canonical projection and a* the extension 
of 01 to the manifold CO(I, U) C C”(I, RN). We can consider the restriction 
of the map @‘, to C”(I, M) and since M is compact it is easy to see that for 
a suitable choice of E the map @, has values in C”(I, U). Thus, 01* 0 QsF maps 
CO(I, M) into C”(I, M) and the constant maps corresponding to the critical 
points of F are fixed points for 01* 0 Qr . The choice of the imbedding guaran- 
tees that OC* 0 aE is not the identity map in the neighborhood of those constant 
maps. Let F 0 01* o DE : C”(I, M) - T(M) deduced from F. Since F is Cl, 
F o cy* 0 Qe is a Cl (F.D.E.) and the critical points of F are critical points of 
Fad o Qc for all E > 0 sufficiently small. Let F 0 2 be the vector field of 
M deduced from F. Its critical points on M are the projections by p of the 
critical points of F. Since F is nondegenerate, the differential of F 0 Z at the 
corresponding point p E M is non singular, say d(p) (see Proposition 2). 
Then, in the neighborhood of each critical point p one can define, locally, 
the vector field d( p)-l(F 0 2’) (th’ is makes sense in a coordinate system 
around p). Now, using bump functions, we construct a vector field on M 
which is zero out of a neighborhood of each p and its restriction to a suitable 
neighborhood of p is precisely the corresponding d( p)-l(F 0 2). Denote this 
vector field on M by A-l(F 0 2) and finally consider -<A-l(F 0 2) 0 p which 
is a Cl (F.D.E.) on C”(I, M). LetFc be the sum 
r;: = --~d-~(Fo.Z)o~ +Focw*ocD, 
First of all we will show that F belongs to SXl(1, M). 
ISUP I - 6 A-V 0 z> p(~)le ; Y E Co& MI1 
=sup[/ -cA-l(FoZ)(~)R~~;~~M] 
and since M is compact this sup is finite. On the other hand, 
[sup I E I I dA-YF 0 ~)P(v)/ * II d~b)ll; TJ E Co6 WI 
is also finite because [sup 11 dp(y)lj; pl E C”(I, M)] = [sup 11 dp(q)ll; T EL?(M)] 
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and C(M) is compact. This shows that -eA-l(F 0 Z) o p E SXl(l, M). It is 
also clear that supm 1 F 0 01* 0 @,(v)[,+v < sup+ 1 F(#)IR2N < co, and 
sup II d(F 0 a* 0 @P,)b)ll = SUP II Wa* 0 @,(P)) 0 ~~*Pkd) 0 ~@h~,)ll m cc’ 
and the three factors are bounded: the first by hypothesis, the third because QE 
comes from a continuous linear mapping of CO(I, RN) and for the G-bounded- 
ness of II dol*(@,(v))jl see ([I] pg. 778). This impliesp, = -cd-l(F o Z) 0 p + 
F 0 OL* 0 aE belongs to BXl(I, M). It is clear that 11 -,A-l(F 0 Z) 0 p Iji - 0 
as E -+ 0. Now let E” be a sequence of positive real numbers such that E, --, 0 
as v  -+ co. For each v  > 0 we get pcV E &X1(1, M). It is easy to see that 
Q,,(v) tends to y  and this convergence is uniform for 0 E [-Y, 01. Since 01* 
is continuous, OI*(@<“(P))) tends to 01*(v) = v  for v  E C”(I, M), andF continu- 
ous implies F(cx* 0 a,,(v)) tends to F(v) and I/F 0 01* 0 @,” -F ilo tends 
to zero. We want to prove more than this; namely, 11 F 0 a* 0 cD~, --F /jl 
tends to zero as v  -+ co. It is enough to prove that /I d(F 0 a* 0 CD& - dF(q~)l/ 
tends to zero as v  --j co, and we get this by usual computations. 
Now, since F is an clement of Go and jl pcV -F Ii1 + 0 as v  ---f co, by 
Propositions 3 and 4 there exists a v  > 0 such that F, and F have the same 
finite number of nondegenerate critical points. But it is clear that all critical 
points of F are critical points of Fe:, and thus F and Fe:, have the same critical 
points. Finally, to complete the proof, it is enough to show that for a suitable 
choice of cy one has that all critical points of Fe, are elementary critical points. 
To see this we need the linear part of FGV in the neighborhood of a critical 
point v. . The expression of FE,, is: 
Take a coordinate chart centered at y, and let y  be a tangent vector of T,,C”. 
The relation 
zzz 
-~“~2w%0 0 O,,(y)) = --~,~,l(d Exp, 0 d euo) v  (see Lemma 2) 
implies STY d(-•E,A-l(F o Z)p)p, = -E&O). Differentiating F o a* o djcy we get 
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and 
but since the second projection of er@ * v  is tangent to M we have 
Finally, if we apply r2 dF(& to the tangent vector (q+, , ee@’ * p’) we get 
L(e@ * p) where L comes from,f(p) = L(v) + N(y), f  being r,F considered 
in the neighborhood of vO . Then if EC, is the linear part of FcY one has: 
-L,(y) = -do> +-We - 9,). 
This local expression has been given to us by Hale. It is easy to see that the 
complex number X is a characteristic root for EJIJJ) if and only if (X + E,) is 
characteristic root for L(p). Using this fact one can make a choice of E, such 
that no characteristic roots of E,“(y) 1 ie on the imaginary axis. Then, by steps, 
we do the same thing for all critical points of pcV which, finally, has only 
elementary critical points. Then G1 is dense and the proposition is proved. 
Let BX’(I, M) be the set of all FE BX(I, M) of class C’ (I < Y < a) 
such that the Y first derivatives are bounded. As in the case Y := 1 we define 
the norm /I * /jr and BP(1, M) becomes a Banach space with this norm. Let GO7 
be the set of all F E BX’(I, M) such that the critical points are nondegenerate 
and G,’ be the set of all F E BX’(I, M) such that the critical points are elemen- 
tary. We have by the same arguments as above the following result: 
PROPOSITION 7. The sets GOT and G17 are open and dense in BX’(I, M). 
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